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ABSTRACT:

From: AAAI Technical Report WS-97-11. Compilation copyright © 1997, AAAI (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

In the framework
of relation algebra and their use to represent space-timeconstraints, wepresent a
constructiveapproachof a lattice of "topologicalconstraints algebras" baseduponthree basic
relations: contact, share and order, as tools to incrementallyimprove"discernibility".
This schemeshowsthe articulations betweenAllen and RCCalgebras, as well with intermediate and
smaller algebraswith 2, 3, 5 or 7 relations. Tractability valuesare estimatedthroughthe cardinaiity of
convexand Ord-Hornclasses for each of these algebras.
Wewill discuss howmodelsof geographicobjects can be related to these algebras, in particular:
notions of partitioning (districting) and of territory (no crisp borders). Themainand original
behind,is to exhibit a rangeof structures whichenablesus to choosethe smaller that fit the modelof
objects associated to the application. For GISapplications, several extensionsare proposed,to help
the choice for somespecific spatial problems:nestedpartitioning, river basin, cadastre changes.
KEYWORDS:
Relation Algebra, Allen’s and RCC’srelations,
constraints classes (convex, ord-Horn).

GIS, Geographic Information,

INTRODUCTION
TheGISknowhowto represent spatial objects as far as they are "mappables",i.e. defined by coordinates lists. Hence,the geographicknowledge
is often limited to its numericalrepresentation and
constraints are merelythose whichare ’deducible’ from the geometry.
The workof J.F. Allen, as published in 1983("Maintaining Knowledge
about TemporalIntervals")
foundeda symbolicalapproachof time without numericalknowledgeon interval ends. Several years
after, the spacereceivedthe samekind of attention.
Thefirst section starts by recalling howthe algebra of binaryrelations, with transpositionand
compositionoperators, provide a formal frameto Allen "temporal"relations, and howa similar work
on spatial relations wastackled with the "mereology"and its associated axioms.Todaypeople refer
mostlyto the 8 RCC
relations and the 13 Allen’s. Thenit sketches an incrementalbottom-upreading
of the different topologicalconstraints algebras. This approachshowsthe formalunity of this
constructionbasedon basic binary relations: equivalence,contact, parts, order.
Wethen build a 3 dimensionallattice of these algebraic structures, using contact, share and order as
’directions’ and weshowhowit makessense with their connections. The correspondingaxioms
systemsshowexactly whatis required at each step.
Thethird section deals with the use of constraints with actual and present GIS.
Mostof the time, spatial (spatio-temporal)objects havean explicit link to the geographicspace(Earth
co-ordinates)or an implicit link, like a pixel in a satellite image.This is very useful, evenmandatory,
to display themon a screen or mapsheet. But manyquestions maybe asked to them, whichdo not
require the underlyingco-ordinates. Likewise,a lot of geographicinformationis collected merelyin
termsof constraints, like "in town","up-hill" ...
Theseare twomajorjustifications for the explicit introductionof constraints into a GISmodel.
Weillustrate their use with several examples,fromapplication domainsof GIS, and in each case, we
showhowthe lattice of constraints algebra can help us to choosethe mostadequateone.
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1. Allen’s
and RCC’s algebras.
Temporal Constraints
Algebras
1.1. The theory of time intervals,

Incremental

approach

of Spatio-

from Allen.

Whatwepick out of the workof [Allen-83], is the meretopological approachof time, whichreleases
intervals fromtheir ends co-ordinates. Allennotedthat these co-ordinatesaren’t necessaryto the
systemhe describes as follows: "an interval structure (I,<,c) consists in a non emptyset I and two
binary relations < (precedence)and ~ (inclusion) on
It has beennoticedthat this "Allenstructure", is purelyaxiomaticand is not specific to "time".
Let’s represent the 13 relations by the topologicalgraph:
d
¯ the arcs of this graphare "punctual"relations
¯ the nodesare "general"relations
¯ the central lozengerepresents the "equality" (equivalence < m
tmt >
relation connectedto 4 general and 4 punctualrelations)
¯ the vertical symmetry
axis correspondsto the "wrapping"
ft V st
of the time axis (past ~ future).
dt
Algebraicpoint of view:
generallyspeaking,binaryrelations (R) over a set I, are parts of the CartesianproductIxI. Onecan
build an "algebra of correspondences"by using the two operations:
¯ transposition: Rt = { (il,i2) ~ IxI / (i2,il) ~
¯ composition
: RoS= { (il,i2) ~ IxI / (3 i3) (il,i3) ~ R, (i3,i2)
Thecompositionmusthavea neutral elementandthere is a distributivity property: (roS)t t.
= rtos
Moreover,with the 13 Allen’s relations, there is a symmetryR~s(R),obtained whenreplacing <
its opposite > (backwardtime arrow). The132 compositionsmustrespect transposition and
symmetryrules, accept "=" as neutral elementand obey43 moreaxioms,as listed in [BestougeffLigozat-89]. An"Allen system" is a model, with a domainset, which maybe N, Z, Q, R or any
finite set I, givenin extension, whoseelementsare called "intervals" and with 13 relations satisfying
the aboverules.
At that point wekeepourselves absolutely free fromany reference to "points", "interval ends"or any
numericsupport for the order relation, as well as fromany time or geographicco-ordinateaxis.
1.2. Topological Relations in the two-dimensional Space.
Thetopological relations betweenparts of the 2Dspace ("regions") are well known,if the space
modelis R2, dense, Withneighbourhoods
based on the notion of "limit". Theserelations are defined
from openso(i), closes c(i) and borders b(i) associated to regions. For example[Egenhofer-91]
retrieves the 8 relations fromintersections: o(il)^o(i2), o(il)^c(i2)
Researchworkhas also been performedto manageregions without considering themas sets of points
Cmereology"),this makesus able to build an algebra with 8 relations, which"captures" mostlythe
intuitive topological notions, ex. (following[RCC-92]):
DC(disconnected);
EC(externallyconnected);
PO(partiallyoverlaps);TPP(tangentialproperpart); NTPP
tangentialproperpart); EQ(equals);TPPi(tangentialproperpartinverse);NTPPi
(nontangentialproperpart inverse).
Wecan figure these relations
with the topological graph:
the left graph(RCC)is formally
identical to the right one, which
is the Allen graph wrappedalong
the vertical symmetry
axis
(remember:turn back the time
arrow)

RCC

DC

o

~

,pNTPP

EC

wrapped<

o mt
POi = OEQ)
TPP% NTPPi
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Spaceobjects, unlike of time intervals, haveno (simpleand total) order relation and the resulting
graph wrapsand mergesthe formersymmetricalrelations. Thenwe have8 relations left fromthe 13.
Themovefrom the Allen(13) algebra to the RCC(8),by wrappingthe order relation has already
noticed as well as other movesto smaller algebras [Euzenat-94]. Wemaythink that lessening the
numberof constraints should probablylead to weakeralgebra, probablytoo general.
Wewill try instead, to showthat it canlead to representmorespecific situations, for it enablesus to
choosewhatis the minimalalgebra for every case. To do that, wefirst present a bottom-up,
incremental, approach, whichadds constraints instead of removingthem.
1.4. Minimal Structure: the equivalence relation (notion of discernment)
Beingconsciousof a surroundingworldis the first step in the geographiccognition. Formally,this
starts whenthe baby becomesable to distinguish a reference location from any other (’here &now’
.vs. ’other place, other time’). This leads to structure time and spacewith an equivalencerelation.
Let I={i} be a universe of "primitive features" whoexist in space and time (without any more
precision) and let Eqbe a binary relation with axioms:
(A1): V i,j~I, Eq(i,j)~Eq(j,i), symmetry
(A2):~’ i,j,ke I, Eq(i,j),~Eq(j,k)~Eq(i,k),
transitivity
These2 axiomsinfer the reflexivity Vi~I, Eq(i,i). Eqis the relation of "indiscemibility",rather than
merelyan object identity, whatis different fromthe identity of space-timelocation of these objects.
(D1):Nq(ij)--- --,Eq(i,j), is the discernibilityrelation.
Nq
Fxt
Relations{Eq,Nq} are mutuallydisjoint and give a first "in-out" algebra.
o
O
Discernmentand extensionality.
Thenotion of discernmentis linked to "extensionality" attached to a binary relation R, whichfollows
the Leibniz’principle of the identity of indiscemibles[Bennett-95].
The"extensionality"formula:Vi,j ~ I IV k ~ I, R(i,k)~R(j,k)] ~ "i identical to
meansthat wecan’t discerni and j if wecan’t distinguishthemin their relation R to anyother object.
1.5. Contact Structure (notion of symbolic neighbourhood)
Onemorestep to structure the space-time,is to add the constraint of "contact" (C). Thediscernibility
is specified, ex.: amongthe communes
different fromMarseilles, there are peripheral ones. TheC
axioms:
(A1): V i,j EI, C0,j) ~ C0,i), symmetryof
(A2):Vi ~ I, C(i,i), reflexivityof
Theextensionality formula(IV k E I, C(i,k)~C(j,k)]~ i identical to j), is a theoremif wekeep
axiomson Eq, but can - preferably - be used to define Eq. Nqmaybe re-defined from C and is called
DC(disconnected).To obtain a completeset of mutuallydisjoint relations, wemustadd the definition
of "externally connected":
(D1): Eq(i,j) - [V k EI, C(i,k)oC(j,k)] ~ Eq(i,j),
(D2): DC(i,j) - --C0,j),
(D3): EC(i,j) - C(i,j) A-’Eq(i,j).
Relations {Eq, DC,EC}are mutuallydisjoint and give a "contact" algebra. DCoEC
oFxt
1.6. Parts Structure (notion of sharing, "mereology")
Anotherstep is to augmentour discernmentability in the space-time, by consideringthat objects may
themselvesbe parts of objects. Let’s introducethe relation "part of" (P) with axioms:
(A1):~’ i eI, P(i,i), reflexivityof
(A2):Vi,j,k e I, P(i,j)^P(j,k) ~ P(i,k), transitivity
In a waysimilar to {}2.2, P can be seen as containingEq, etc .... or an extensionality formulacan be
introduced to redefine Eq (nowEQ)as the only possible symmetryfor P (anti-symmetry). To obtain
a completeset of mutuallydisjoint relations, wemustadd the definition of "properpart" PP, its
transposedPPi and also "partial overlap"PO,i.e.: sharing spacewith an object as well as its outside.
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EQ(i,j)
(D2):Nq(i,j)
(D3):PP(i,j)
(D4):PPi(i,j)
(D5):PO(i,j)
(D1):

P(i,j)^P(j,i)
"qP(i,j)
P(i,j) ^--,Eq(i,j),
(alternativedefinition:PP(i,j) = P(i,j)A--,P(j,i))
PPG,i),
(PP, such as P, is non symmetrical)
(3 k E I, P(k,i) AP(k,j)) ^ -’P(i,j) 6

Relations {Eq, Nq, PP, PPi, PO}are mutually disjoint and give algebra: RCC-5.

1.7. Topological Structure: combining contact and parts (RCC-8)
To combinenowthe 3 relations Eq (discernment),C (contact) et P (parts), there are several choices
for axiomsand definitions, to obtain a completeset of mutuallydisjoint relations. But the basic set is
alwaysthe same:the 8 relations of the RCCalgebra.
Axioms:
(axiomsA1to A3 are coherentand sufficient with the definitions below)
(A1):C(i,i)
reflexivity of C
(A2):C(i,j)--->C(j,i)
symmetryof C
(A3): C(k,i)~C(k,j)---> Eq(i,j)
extensionalityof C, constraint of transitivity on Eq
(then define P with C, or choosean other possible set of axioms,like)
(A’I): P(i,i)
reflexivity of P
(A’2):P(i,k)^P(k,j) ~ P(i,j)
transitivity of P
(A’3):P(i,j)AP(j,i)--->Eq(i,j)
extensionality of P, constraint of symmetryon Eq
for example[Asher-Vieu-95]exhibits a set of axiomsto build operators of inclusion, adjacency...
Thesimpleunionof the 3 relations of the contact algebra and the 5 of RCC-5
gives 6 relations,
becauseEqand Nqare cited twice. To obtain a completeset, wemustsplit the PP case into tangential
PP (TPP) and non tangential PP (NTPP),and the samewith
Definitions(of the 8 topologicalrelations, equiv, to RCC,but different point of view):
¯ EQ

equivalencerelation, after A3et A’3(reflexivity inferred)

¯ DC(i,j) = "C(i,j)
no contact (impliesnoshare)
¯ EC(i,j)= C(i,j) ^ (Vk, P(k,i) ---> -,P(k,j)) contact without share
¯ PO(i,j)= -,P(i,j) ^ --,P(j,i)
sharewithobjectandits complement
^ 3 k (P(k,i) ^ P(I~§~
i is not in j neither j in i, i and j have a common
part
¯ TPP(i,j) = P(i,j) A"P(j,i)
shareandcontactwiththe complement
^ 3 k (C(k,i)^ V1, P(1,k)~-’,P(k]~d)
i is partof j, is notj itself, andi is in contactwitha
partof whom
can’tbe partofj (i.e.: outsidej).
¯ NTPP(i,j)= P(i,j) ^ ",P(j,i)
shareandnocontactwiththe complement
^ ~’ k, (C(k,i)--->3 1, P(1,k)^P(Ir~d)
i is partof j, is notjitself, andfor anyobjectin
withi, thereis a partof it which
is partofj.
¯ TPPi(i,j) =- TPP(j,i)
TPPtransposed
¯ NTPPi(i,j)--- NTPP(j,i)
NTPP
transposed

Graphof the RCC-8relations:

NTPP
~~i

"o NTPPi

1.8. Order Structure (the "time arrow")

In the ~:ase of time, the order structure is obvious,linked to the relation of "precedence"
notedb for
"before". Accordingto the already cited book[Bestougeff-Ligozat-89],
the strict order is the best
representationfor it, then:
(A1):~’ i,j,k ~I, --,(b(i,j) ^ b(j,i)), asymmetry
(A2):~’ i,j,k a I, b(i,j)^b(j,k) ---> b(i,k), transitivity of b
(hencea-reflexivity:-,b(i,i)).
Witha total strict orderaxiom(A3),thenthe relation Eqverifies: -,b(i,j)^-,b(j,i) ---> Eq(i,j)
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Withthe transposed"after" a(i,j) = bG,i), the relations {Eq,b, a}
mutuallydisjoint and give a 3 relations algebra.

<

~

O

>
O

Addthe relation C.
Let’s call Allen-contactthe 5 relations algebra {<, m, Eq, mt, >}.
Theprecedencerelation is modifiedin order to acceptto isolate the contact
case.

Addthe relation P.
Let’s call Allen-mereo
the 7 relations algebra{b, o, d, =, dt, ot, a}.
Theequivalencerelation is nowmodified(noted = instead of Eq).
Addboth relations C and P.
Weget nowthe full Allenalgebra, with the 13 relations, noted Allen-13:
{ <, m,o, s, ft, d, -, dt, st, f, ot, rot, >}

2. Geographical frameworks and the algebras lattice
2.1. The lattice of the eight "topological constraints algebras".
Let’s examinethis correspondence
table betweenthe eight different algebras:
in-out

1,h

Eq

RCC-contact

RCC-:

RCCq

AUen-3

DC

DC

EC

EC

r2q

’

PO

PO

EQ

Eq

Pp

TPP

Ppi

NTPP
NTPPi
TPPi

:

b: :’

Allen-contact
<
Ill
mt

P,!!~n-mereo

b ....
a ,¸:

o
ot

Allen-13
<
>
In
Int
o
ot

Eq
s

f
Pp’
Pp’i

d
dt

ft
st

This table teaches us about the followinggroups:
- two "equalities": the basic equivalencerelation Eq and the morecomplexEQ(or =), whichmerely
needsthe mereologicalstructure, the contact doesn’t influence.
- eight "exteriors": two withoutorder (Nqet DC)distinguishedby the contact, two with order
withoutcontact (labelled b[efore] and a[fter], to not confusewith < and >) and four with both contact
and order. Noinfluence from mereology.
- three "overlapping":POwithoutorder, o and ot with. Thecontact doesn’t interfere.
- six "interiors" (and their six dual): pp and ppi, withoutcontact (doesn’t care with order), tpp-ntpp
and tppi-ntppi with contactbut withoutorder, d-s-f and dt-st-ft with both. Let’s note here that the
order can distinguish interior parts only combined
with contact, henced is equivalentto ntpp and dt to
ntppi.
These remarksgive us the powerto choose, amongpossible axiomsand definitions, the most
appropriatefor a given application.
Figure:the lattice of the 8 "topologicalconstraints"algebras.
(the lattice vertices give the numberof relations for everyalgebra: @
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oror]

I contact ]

o

2.2. Operators related to each basic relation
- symmetrical
discernment
throughorder: ord(r)=(r’,r")where{ r’}- { r } ^{ < }, { r" } = { r } ^{ > } = s
Therelation is split into twohalvesof the samesize;
wherevera relation is its ownsymmetrical,this symmetrycan’t help distinguish more.Let’s see:
(1-5) Nq~ { b, a.~s(b)
Eq unchanged
(2-6) DC~ {<, >-s(<)}, EC ~ {m, mms(m)},
Eq unchanged
(3-7) Nq~ {b, a}
PO ~ {o, o~s(o)},
EQ~ { =, --=-s(=) } identical (its ownsymmetrical),hencewecan use notation = for
Pp~ {d, d-~--s(d)}andPpi ~ {dt, d-=---s(dt)} identical (see below)
(4-8) DC~ {<, >}, EC ~ {m, mt}, PO ~ {o, ot}, EQunchanged (=),
TPP~ {s, f-s(s)}, TPPi~ {st, f~s(st)},
NTPP~ {d, d-=s(d)} and NTPP~ {dt, d~s(dt)} identical because d and dt are their
symmetrical. Hencewe can use notation d for NTPPand dt for NTPPi.
- asymmetricaldiscemmentby contact: con(r)=(d,x) where {d}={r}-{x} (default), x= exceptions
Therelation is split into twoparts of different size
(1-2) Nq ~ {DC, EC

8O

Eq unchanged
(3-4) Nq~ { DC, EC}, PO and EQunchanged,
Pp ~ {TPP, NTPP},PPi <-"> {TPPi, NTPPi}
(5-6) b ~ {<,m}, a ~ {>,mt},
Eq unchanged
(7-8) b ~ {<,m}, a ~ {>,mt}, = unchangedas well as o and ot,
Pp’~{d, {s, f---s(s)} }, Pp’i ~ {dt, {st, fins(st)} } in this case, parts and order combine
immediately
to providea triple distinction.
- anti symmetricaldiscernmentby share: sha(r)=(r’,r",r"’,=) wherer’ meanspart to all, r" means
to part, r"’ part to part, and all to all is the equality(anti-symmetry
axiom).
(1-3) Nqunchanged(no share at all) - (0,0,0,0)
Eq ~ sha(Eq)={Pp---r’(=), Ppi=r"(=), PO=r"’(=),
(2-4) DC, EC unchanged
Eq <--> sha(Eq)={ { TPP,NTPP
} =--con(Pp),{ TPPi,NTPPi
}---co(Ppi), PO,
(5-7) a, b unchanged
Eq ~ sha(Eq)={Pp’, Pp’i, {o,ot},
(6-8) <, >, m, mt unchanged,
Eq ~ sha(Eq)={{ord(con(Pp’))}, {ord(con(Pp’i))}, {o,ot}, =}, contact and order
to providea triple distinction.
2.3. Tractability estimates
Comparison
of "sub-Allen"relation algebra de relations, based uponprimaryrelations "contact",
"share"and"order": this givesthe lattice of the eight algebra.
Let’s countthe cardinalof the different classes:
- convex
- pointizable
(note:
pointizable
classes
arestill
tobeenumerated).
- ord-Horn,
according
totheworkof[Ligozat-96].
Synthesis.
Figure. Tractability values: classes of relations in the various sub-Allenalgebras.
(white nodesare "stable" relations, black are "unstable"ones)
(n= #relations, 2n=#class full, cv-- #class convex,oh=#class ord-Horn)
Base (in-out)
RCC-contact
RCC-share
RCC-8
O

q;

O

n=2
cv= 4

O

2n=4
oh-4

n=3
cv-- 7

Allen-order

n=3
cv=7

2n=8
oh=8

2n=8
oh=8

0

2n=32
oh=26

_

O

,J

n=5
2n=32
cv= 13 oh= 13

n=8
cv=31

Allen-contact

n=5
cv=16

1,

Allen-share

n=7
cv=26
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2n=256
oh-46
Allen-13

2n=128 n=13
2n=8192
oh=30
cv=83 oh=868

3. The Use of Spatio-Temporal

Constraints

in GIS

3.1. Exhibiting constraints in the representation of geographic objects
Bynow,the use of GISis rapidly increasing amonga very large variety of users. In the sametime a
considerableamountof geographicdata is producedin a numericformat: vector maps,aerial or
satellite images,geo-referencedstatistics or censusor measurements
...
Thesedata are "spatial data" as soonas a (comprehensible)
reference to space- and possibly time attachedto them.Often,the referenceis to an existing spatial object (a city, a county,a river...) but
also - moredirectly - to geographicco-ordinates (a GPSmark, the comersof an image, hence every
pixel of it...). This is the "object and field" paradigmof GIS[Burrough-Frank-95]
[Couclelis-92].
In both cases, the underlyingco-ordinatesof the points are requiredexplicitly or implicitly.
This is mandatoryfor displaying geographicdata on a screen or producinga final mapsheet.
But manyother queries DoNotrequire the underlyingco-ordinates and are moreor less constraint
resolution problems.
Likewise,a lot of geographicinformationis collected merelyin termsof constraints, like "in town",
"along the river", "downstream", "up-hill" ...
Theseare twomajorjustifications for the explicit introductionof constraints into a GISmodel.
Twoimportantcases allows us to illustrate howto choosethe algebra whichfits the best the
application, instead of using RCC-8
in everycondition: spacepartitioning and territories.
3.1.1. Thespatial partitioning (exact boundaries)
Mostof the explicit (manned)carvings of space, do not accept emptinessneither sharing: every spot
on Earth belongsto one power(and only one at a time).This is a functional and bijective approach
space: it correspondsto the "contact" algebra {Eq, EC, DC}:reflexivity and symmetry.
This partitioning determines6 relations and 6 transposed
EC(C,A)
EC(A,C)
EC(A,B)
EC(B,A)
DC(A,D)
DC(D,A)
EC(C,B)
EC(B,C)
EC(B,D)
EC(D,B)
EC(C,D)
EC(D,C)
This case is the mostfrequent with the classical use of GIS.
To obtain the wholeset of "contact" constraints, weneed only the exhaustivelist of EC’s,because
the Eq’s are useless - under the assumptionof uniquereference addresses- and the DC’sare defaults
- under the close worldassumption.
previous
arc
The"arc-centred" modelwith the information
right face
first node 1"$
(right face, left face) can provide this list of EC. I nod]e <---~q~ arc I -~-4 ~ fact~
last node
,l,T
left face
ex: formats Edig6oor ArcInfo-Export
nextarc
Thetotal numberof nontrivial relations (not Eq(i,i)) is N= #face x (#face -1). TheEuler equality
[Laurini-Thompson-92]
gives us an idea of the numberof EC’s:
But someof the arcs are on the outer contour, hencenot informativefor the topology, then #EC<
#arc. For example,in the partitioning above:#node= 6, #face = 4, #arc = 9 (Euler verified) but
arcs are useless and weget only 5 EC’s, as explicitly listed above.Symmetry
gives 5 transposed, the
last 2 relations (becauseN=12)are then DC’s.
3.1.2. Thenotion of territories (undeterminedor vagueboundaries)
Among
manypossible definitions of territories, wewill refer to a very simpleversion of the
"territorial process"as cited in [Offner-Pumain-96].
This is a nonfunctional approachof the space,
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[

i.e.: the spacemaybe shared for several uses. Hence,several territories mayoverlapin somepart of
space. This is an injection becauseany use needsone territory and only one, for this is the use which
defines its territory (and this Usemaychangeover time).
This approachleads us to the RCC-5
algebra {EQ,Nq, PP, PPi, PO}: reflexivity and transitivity.
The
territories
onthepo(A,B)ppi(A,c)left
determine
6 relatiOnSpO(B,A)pp(c,A)
and6transposed

!~[[[[l[]]][~
[1!
’r

,11

Nq(C,D)

Nq(D,C)

This situation is frequent, quasi-permanentwith environmental,geophysical, social, economicaldata:
ex. settlement zonesfor such vegetal or animal, soil type, economicalinfluence, cultural areas ...
Thecommon
wayto managethis kind of informationis to drawfrontiers - moreor less arbitrarily and (over-) lay themon objects, in order to fall backin the partitioning case, whichbehavemore
easily with present GI tools. Thetraditional cartographyalso liked "choropleth"maps,as nowthe
display softwaredo, becauseof the difficulty to correctly showoverlaid parts (ex. figure above).
Thenext step is to divide the objects accordingto a whole-spreadintersection: ex. the 4 objects A, B,
C and D above, produce 8 newobjects that form a partitioning (A, C, AB,AD,ABD,B, BD,D).
Wecan then use a 3 relations "contact" algebra with this set of dividedobjects.
Anotherwayis to explicitly collect the relations, as it is often possiblein the real world:
- the PP informationcomesfromthe explicit inclusion of one object (or landuse)within another: this
is a "spatial dependency"
(ex. such bird lives only wherebuffalo lives);
- the POinformation comesfrom the sharing of territories betweentwo uses (Germanand Dutchmen
share the C6te d’Azur with Frenchmen).
Like in the previous §, EQ’sare useless, Nqare defaults, and here, PPi’s are given by transposition.
This solution is weakerthan the first one becauseit can answerintersection predicates but cannot
exhibit wherethe intersection is (neither the original objects). But this solutionis morerobust in that
it doesn’t dependon the precision of laid on frontiers (see §3.3.2).
3.2. Applications with Geographic Information
Several workshave beenundertakenon the translation of numeric(quantitative) relations, associated
to the geometryof the regions in the 2Dspace, into symbolic(qualitative) relations.
For example,distance froma reference, elevation (abovesea level), cardinal orientation.., are metric
measurements
that can be turned into symbolicproperties relative to roughclasses, as listed below.
Remark(global versus lo~1): these geometricmeasurements
are stationary in space, hence global on
Earth, but their use in termof constraints is local: it doesn’t matterthat Lyonis higherthan Viennaor
not, but it does that Lyonis downstreamGeneva.
3.2.1. Elevation
Theelevation data mayproducelocally useful constraints. Ex.: the "river basin" notion inducesan
order relation Cup-stream/downstream"),
whichis a right-linear order (weavoid the case of delta),
i.e. for everyt, the set of its successorsis totally ordered:
V t, 3 u, 3 v, R(t,u)^R(t,v) ~ u=vv R(u,v) v
This can be combinedwith topological algebras "in-out" and "contact" like previous cases, but also
with the full RCC-8algebra.
Whenrestricting to a successors set, like mentionedabove, wecan even use the Allen-13algebra.
3.2.2. Nestedpartitioning8
In several cases, the hierarchicalstructure of powerhas lead to hierarchical partitionings of the
administrativespace. This gives anotherorder relation that can be used together with topology.
Ex.: in the USA:states, counties..., in Europe:the Eurostat zones, or in France:
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"Commune"
~ "D6partement"c "R~gion"(administrative entity)
(the equality commune
- d6partement,is verified only for Paris).
Eachmapbeinga partitioning, can be representedby the "contact" algebra (3 relations).
Theorder relation (inclusion) betweenthe regions fromtwodifferent hierarchical levels, can
representedby an "Allen-contact"algebra (5 relations).
3.3.3. Integrated use by combiningconstraints: Spati0-temporalComposition
In the most general case and under the assumptionof a uniquespatio-temporal addressing, wemust
considerthe direct productbetween(I,{ RCC-8
}) and (T, { Allen-13 }
In several practical cases, it’s probablyenoughto use Allen-contact: for example,many
administrativeprocessesperformfull updatesat regular time intervals, like census. Sucha process
registers data for all objects, evenif no changehas occurredsince the last update. Underthis
assumption(no share betweentime intervals: time partitioning), a "lexicographic"productcan
interpreted this way:
- either two(spatio-temporal)regions aren’t on the sametime interval and weskip the spatial relation;
- either they have the samelife-time and wemust look at the space domainto knowhowthey relate.
Example:cadastre (land registry) changes:
Thespace and the time are both partitioned then wecan use (I, {RCC-3
})~(T, {Allen-contact}),
where denotes:
V(i,t),(j,u) e IxT, reR-{p},seS, (rxpS)((i,t),(j,u)) g->r(i,j) v
and choosep = mtin order to distinguishspatial relations in the only case wherethe lifetime j of the
reference regionimmediatelyprecedesthe lifetime i of the consideredregion.
This can be very useful to control the topologybetweenregions of two successive versions.
4.

CONCLUSION

Theuse of spatial constraints in GISis very promising.Alot of different directions are currently
investigated by a lot of people from the AI and Data Base, research communities.
Theability to store newgeographicknowledge
(localisation by constraints) as well as to run new
reasoningprocess (constraint satisfaction in decision making),can greatly help the geographers
turn a newlook at the GIS.
5.
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